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Pioneering Special Effects in Star Wars 

 Arguably the most groundbreaking motion picture to bridge the old world of 

analog effects and the new world of digital effects is 1977’s Star Wars. Created first as a 

standalone film, which then launched an entire saga of media and merchandise, Star 

Wars utilized never-before-seen special effects that continue to influence effects in film 

to this day. And yet, the origination of these effects in the making of the original film 

came from very practical problem solving on the part of the special effects supervisors. 

 As his team at Industrial Light and Magic (ILM) began constructing models and 

technology needed for lighting and camera movement, effects artist John Dykstra admits 

that developing these tools meant using “borrowed technology from everywhere”1, 

including Berkeley’s Institute of Urban and Regional Development. The same technology 

using a 16mm film camera to simulate traffic patterns was the same technology used to 

create the motion control technology that programmed specific camera movements 

around model spaceships, a revolutionary method of creating special effects. Yet Dykstra 

acknowledges how stripped-down the interface of this technology really was: “It wasn’t 

even on a screen. It was just knobs and buttons.”2 

  In addition, in order to composite foreground and background models and mattes 

together, especially for the battle scenes in space, the effects team on Star Wars 

implemented an all-but-forgotten piece of equipment: the optical printer. Once used often 



for special effects in film, the technology had gone primarily unused as audience interest 

for those films declined. However, the team at ILM used an old VistaVision optical 

printer to create these matte effects. Edwards notes that using higher-quality VistaVision 

technology rather than 35mm film was intentional: “the subsequent reduction to 35mm 

anamorphic in the ‘Anderson’ optical printer helped retain the definition and clarity of 

the original images”3. (Indeed, perhaps the use of this VistaVision quality is why unused 

footage from Star Wars was ultimately used and seamlessly edited into the 2016 prequel 

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story.4) 

 In regards to pre-visualization of special effects, the Star Wars saga, particularly 

the prequels and sequels made in the past 20 years, have made great use of animatics, 

essentially storyboarded sequences timed and animated in the computer. The Star Wars 

prequels (1999-2005) in particular took advantage of this technology, as “the pre-

visualization department started with videomatics and fine-tuned the rough into still 

unfinished by more streamlined animatics”5. 

Lucasfilm executive editor J.W. Rinzler acknowledged that this method of pre-

visualization has both radically changed this step in the filmmaking process, yet 

storyboarding has also “in some ways… stayed completely the same – just define the 

story shot by shot – like sequential storytelling in a comic book. But when animatics 

came along there was then a question of whether you do storyboards at all. But 

storyboards are of course still done.”6  

 As Star Wars films, merchandise, and overall culture continues to expand in 

2018, remembering and analyzing the methods with which the original film and its 

special effects were created is helpful, fascinating, and encouraging. No matter how 



technology may change over time, creating special effects ultimately comes down to 

problem solving, using other technological tools and re-purposing or re-implementing 

them to create something extraordinary. This is one of the many distinctions that make 

the original Star Wars a filmmaking and cultural landmark. 
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